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Traditional Primeknit construction makes its way onto the two latest BOOST-cushioned propositions, but
it’s been reworked with moisture-wicking yarns as part of its CLIMA-variant. Adidas UltraBoost
Donne/Uomo Furthermore, improved ventilation is delivered at key-sweat areas. Throughout the upper,
schematic-style call-outs are made at the forefoot, mid-foot and heel, with the most latter area boasting
tear-away-stylized adidas branding. Down below, BOOST-cushioning is paired with light gum brown
Continental rubber outsoles for both performance and style points. 
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Each pair consists of a Primeknit upper comprised of a single wash of color—Cloud White, Core Black,
and Ice Purple—with the TPU lace cages and inside in a matching hue. Scarpe de Adidas UltraBoost By
adding a touch of award-reminiscent metallics to just the heel counter, the style maintains a versatile,
lifestyle-friendly look that still commemorates the world’s largest sporting event. As usual, a BOOST
foam midsole and black Continental rubber underfoot rounds out the medalworthy pack. 

The term “DNA” — at least in the Sconti Adidas UltraBoost case — encompasses much more than the
design of the shoe itself. And as it joins the 5.0 iteration, the moniker brings along an array of classic,
trail-inspired colorways. We can expect at least three iterations to surface in the next few days, each
vivid as it mimics some of the best outdoors gear. 

Undeniably among the best adidas has to offer, IVY PARK captures the style of Beyonce and distills it
down to some of the Three Stripes’ most important silhouettes. Adidas UltraBoost Saldi And while each
their own merit, few rival the UltraBOOST, one of the most iconic runners of the past decade. Here, the
collaborative version arrives in a brand new “Navy” colorway, one minimal like past iterations. 

The shade, which is actually a bit brighter than a traditional navy, dyes every fixture with little exception.
Adidas UltraBoost Scontate The knit along the base, the coils that accent the heel, and the lace toggle
that sits atop the tongue are all near tonally identical, matching that of the lining, BOOST Sole, and cage,
but not the stripes which prefer a deeper blue.
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